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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents the results of a combined experimental and analytical/computational study of viscoelastic
cell deformation and detachment from poly-di-methyl-siloxane (PDMS) surfaces. Fluid mechanics and fracture
mechanics concepts are used to model the detachment of biological cells observed under shear assay conditions.
The analytical and computational models are used to compute crack driving forces, which are then related to
crack extension during the detachment of normal breast cells and breast cancer cells from PDMS surfaces that are
relevant to biomedical implants. The interactions between cells and the extracellular matrix, or the extracellular
matrix and the PDMS substrate, are then characterized using force microscopy measurements of the pull-off
forces that are used to determine the adhesion energies. Finally, fluorescence microscopy staining of the cy-
tosketelal structures (actin, micro-tubulin and cyto-keratin), transmembrane proteins (vimentin) and the ECM
structures (Arginin Glycine Aspartate – RGD) is used to show that the detachment of cells during the shear assay
experiments occurs via interfacial cracking between (between the ECM and the cell membranes) with a high
incidence of crack bridging by transmembrane vinculin structures that undergo pull-out until they detach from
the actin cytoskeletal structure. The implications of the results are discussed for the design of interfaces that are
relevant to implantable biomedical devices and normal/cancer tissue.

1. Introduction

The deformation and detachment of biological cells from the ex-
tracellular matrix materials between biological cells and the substrates
are crucial to cell function (Yoon and Mofrad, 2011). They also play an
important role in tissue regeneration around biomedical implants
(Maxwell et al., 2005) and Bio-Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(BioMEMS) (Bashir, 2004) that are relevant to orthopaedics and den-
tistry (Fu et al., 2009) and cardiovascular diseases (Curtis and Russell,
2009; Prat-vidal et al., 2013).

The deformation and detachment processes are mediated by com-
plex bimolecular proteins that are over-expressed on the surfaces of

cells and extracellular matrices. The cell/surface receptor proteins bind
specifically to the ligand proteins (Hynes, 2002). The clustered re-
ceptor-ligand bound and cytoskeletal proteins form focal contacts or
focal adhesions that anchor the cells to the surfaces (Izzard and
Lochner, 1976).

Cell deformation and detachment depend largely on the mechanical
properties of the cell (Liu and Wang, 2004; Engler et al., 2009; Hong-
Lian et al., 2004). These are determined by its intracellular components
(cytoskeleton, nucleus, cytosol and several other organelles) and the
interactions of the cell membrane/receptors with extracellular micro-
environments and the substrate (Peeters et al., 2005). Prior experi-
mental work has also shown that the differences in the mechanical
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properties of cells are correlated with pathophysiological states in many
diseases, such as cancer (Cross et al., 2007; Lekka et al., 1999;
Kuznetsova et al., 2007; Guo et al., 2012; Suresh, 2007), malaria (Lee
and Lim, 2007), diabetes (Lee and Lim, 2007) and sickle cell anemia
(Williamson et al., 1985).

The cytoskeleton network and its components primarily determine
the cell’s shape and mechanical deformation characteristics (Suresh,
2007). Abnormal cellular functions can also change the cytoskeletal
structures resulting in significant variations in mechanical properties
(Suresh et al., 2005). Prior work (Cross et al., 2007; Lekka et al., 1999)
has shown that the Young’s moduli of breast cancer cells are sig-
nificantly lower than those of healthy cells (Fuhrmann et al., 2011; Xu
et al., 2012a, 2012b; Suresh, 2007). Such lowering of Young’s moduli
has also been shown to result in the increased compliance or deform-
ability of cancer cells, compared to those of normal cells. This is partly
attributed to the up- or down-regulation of cyto-skeletal structures
(Efremov et al., 2015) and adhesion proteins (Xu et al., 2012a) that can
affect cell shape and the binding to normal cells and cancer cells to
different substrates.

Accompanying the changes in cellular mechanical properties are
some very specific changes in the extracellular environment (Erler
et al., 2006). This includes the remodeling of the collagen fibers within
the ECM (Stein et al., 2011). Such remodeling can occur due to strain-
induced stretching that alters the structure and the mechanical prop-
erties of the ECM (Stein et al., 2011).

Furthermore, the mechanical properties of the cell nucleus are also
important for the mechano-transduction pathways (Li and Lim, 2010;
Isermann and Lammerding, 2013). Such mechano-transduction path-
ways can give rise to changes (mutation) in the nuclear structure which
can cause impaired nuclear mechanics (Zwerger, Ho, and Lammerding,
2011). This suggests that differences in cell mechanical properties may
provide important clues for the early detection of cancer (Xu et al.,
2012a, 2012b).

Also, due to the importance of the adhesive interactions between
biological cells and surfaces, a number of researchers (Evans, 1980;
Tözeren et al., 1992; Moy et al., 1999) have developed experimental
techniques for the measurement of cell elastic/viscoelastic properties
and cell detachment forces. Evans (Evans, 1980) has explored the mi-
cropipette manipulation method for the measurement of adhesion en-
ergies of red blood cells. This was accomplished by monitoring the
reduction of the aspirated “tongue” in the pipette, upon adhesion.
Tözeren et al. (1992) has also used micropipette aspiration to measure
the detachment of T-type lymphocytes from a planar membrane that
contains ICAM-1 ligand molecules.

Furthermore, Moy et al. (1999) have measured the free energies
associated with the separation of two bioactive surfaces in contact. This
was modeled using a cell-free thermodynamics approach, based on the
Johnson-Kendal-Roberts (JKR) model (Moy et al., 1999). The model
was used to examine the role of the binding affinity of ligand-receptor
complexes in surface adhesion. Prechtel et al. (2002) also proposed a
method that is based on micropipette manipulation. This was used to
study the dissociation of adhesive contacts between living cells and li-
gand-decorated vesicles subjected to a linear ramp force. Yield forces at
the rim (which are dimensionally equivalent to energy densities), were
found to scale as a power of the loading rate.

Several computational models (Yamamoto et al., 1998; Fu et al.,
2009) have been used to study the effects of cell mechanical properties
on the deformation and detachment of biological cells from biomater-
ials surfaces. Gaver and Kute (Gaver and Kute, 1998) computed the
mechanical stress, fluid drag on two-and three-dimensional rigid semi-
circle adherent cell on the wall of a micro-channel. They showed that
the fluid drag increased with decreasing chamber size. The fluid drag
was also shown to decrease with decreasing chamber size, as the as-
sumed semi-circular “rib-shaped” cell and cell height decrease.

The rolling adhesion of deformable leukocytes has been considered
in two-dimensions by Dong et al. (Dong et al., 1999; Dong and Lei,

2000; Lei, Lawrence, and Dong, 1999). They modeled leukocytes as
viscous liquid droplets surrounded by an elastic ring. They showed that
the fluid drag on adherent leukocytes decreased with increasing cell
deformation and microchannel size. Liu and Wang (2004) also studied
the deformation of an adherent leukocyte and the forces exerted on it.
The distribution of pressure on the cell membrane confirmed the ex-
istence of a high-pressure region, downstream of the drop. This re-
tarded further deformation of the cell and provided a positive lift force
on the drop.

Furthermore, the considerations of the relatively high viscosity of
the nucleus can help to correct for the over-estimation of cell de-
formation within a flow field. Also, adherent leukocytes exposed to a
shear flow, undergo deformation that increases with the initial contact
angle, the capillary number, and the Reynolds number (Liu and Wang,
2004). However, this deformation has a limit (Rinko, Lawrence, and
Guilford, 2004; Fu et al., 2009). The detachment forces exerted on the
cell also depend largely on the cell’s shape (Xiao and Truskey, 1996; Fu
et al., 2009).

Nevertheless, although the basic understanding of cell deformation
and mechano-transduction phenomena has increased in recent years
(Lei et al., 1999; Liu and Wang, 2004), there is still only a limited
understanding of the cell deformation and interfacial fracture phe-
nomena associated with shear assay conditions (Liu and Wang, 2004)
that are relevant to biomedical implants (Weisenberg and Mooradian,
2002), BioMEMS, and bio-electronics.

This paper presents the results of a combined experimental and
computational fluid dynamics (CFD)/computational linear elastic
fracture mechanics (CLEFM) study of shear assay measurements of cell
detachment from PDMS (a model substrate material that is used in
BioMEMs and bioelectronics applications). The models are used to
compute the detachment conditions for single breast cancer cells and
normal breast cells from biocompatible uncoated poly-di-methyl-si-
loxane (PDMS) surfaces. A combination of analytical and computational
models is also used to study cell deformation and the detachment of
normal breast cells/breast cancer cells from PDMS. The implications of
the results are then discussed for the design of implantable biomedical
devices.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Cell culture

Prior to the extraction of the secreted Extra-Cellular Matrix (ECM)
via the shear assay method (Fu et al., 2009), the mammary human
breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 and the non-tumorigenic human
mammary epithelial cell line MCF10A were cultured under conditions
described in detail in Wong et al. (2015a), (2015b). First, 20 μl of
1× 105 MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in 60× 15mm and 35mm
Falcon Petri dishes (Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) at 37 °C. This was
done using an L-15 medium (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA), supplemented
with 100 I.U./ml penicillin/100 g/ml streptomycin and 10% FBS
(ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) (L15+ medium).

The MCF 10A cells were grown under cell culture conditions de-
scribed by (Wong et al., 2015a, 2015b; Cailleau et al., 1974). 20 μl of
1× 105 of MCF10A cells were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2 in the fol-
lowing medium: DMEM/F12 medium (Invitrogen # 11330-032) sup-
plemented with 5% horse serum (Invitrogen# 16050-122), 30 ng/ml
murine Epidermal Growth Factor (Peprotech #315-09), 0.5 lg/ml hy-
drocortisone (Sigma Aldrich), 100 ng/ml cholera toxin (Sigma Aldrich),
10 lg/ml insulin (Sigma #I-882-100MG), 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin
(ATCC # or Invitrogen #15070-063), and 0.2% amphotericin (Gemini
Bioproducts, #400-104).

2.2. Extraction of ECM using the shear assay technique

MCF 10A cells and MDA MB 231cells were cultured in 35mm
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Falcon dishes (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA) for 48 h. This was done
to ensure that the trans-membrane and extra-cellular matrix proteins
were secreted and self-organized. Furthermore, in an effort to harvest
the extra-cellular matrix secreted by MDA MB 231 cells and MCF 10A, a
shear assay technique was used to shear off the cells, after culturing for
72 h to secrete the ECM. The technique, which uses a laminar shear
flow (of cell culture fluid) to shear off biological cells, can also be used
to reveal the underlying ECM that is left behind after the shear de-
tachment of the biological cell (Fu et al., 2009).

In the current work, a parallel plate flow chamber (Glycotech
Corporation, Rockville, Maryland, USA) with a width of 2.5 mm, height
of 0.25mm and length of 34mm was used. The cell culture fluid was
pumped through Tygon tubing into the shear assay chamber. The de-
formation and detachment of the cells was also observed using an in-
verted microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY, USA) equipped
with a bright field camera (Lumenera Corporation, Ottawa, ON,
Canada). The flow rates of the cell culture fluid were increased until the
cells started detaching under in-situ observation.

2.3. Adhesion measurements

After cell detachment, the cell samples were rinsed with sterile
Dulbecco phosphate buffered saline (DPBS; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
and fixed with 1.5 ml of paraformaldehyde 4% in 0.1M phosphate
buffer saline (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 10min at a room
temperature. The fixed cells were further rinsed with DPBS, followed by
a final rinse with deionized water. Finally, the cell samples were placed
in a vacuum desiccator for 3 h to dry at room temperature (25 )℃ .

The secreted ECM on petri dishes left behind by the detached cell
lines (during the shear assay experiments) were observed using an in-
verted microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY, USA). The ECM
from the two cell lines were dip-coated onto AFM tips that were pro-
cured from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA. The coated AFM tips
were then air-dried for about 5min.

The resulting coated AFM tips were then used in force microscopy
experiments that measured the adhesion forces between the coated
AFM tips and the breast cancer cells (MDA-MB 231 cells) or normal
breast cells (MCF 10A cells). Adhesion was measured using a
Multimode Dimension DI Nanoscope IIIa Atomic Force Microscope
(Bruker Instruments, Woodbury, NY, USA).

Prior to adhesion measurement, the spring constants of the coated
AFM tips were measured experimentally using the thermal tune method
(Hutter and Bechhoefer, 1993; Matei et al., 2006; Hampp et al., 2012).
This was done to obtain the actual spring constants that were used to
calculate the pull-off forces. The thermal tune measurements of the
spring constants were needed to account for the batch-to-batch varia-
tions in the spring constants, as well as the effects of extracellular
matrix (ECM) coatings on the stiffnesses of the AFM cantilevers.

Force microscopy experiments were carried out using a Dimension
3100 AFM (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). The experiments
were performed at room-temperature (22 °C) and a relative humidity of
36–45%. Before each adhesion force measurement, the photodetector
sensitivity was calibrated using a stiff quartz platform (Bhushan, 1999;
Wolf et al., 2008).

The adhesion forces were then measured between AFM tips that
were dip-coated with healthy/normal ECM or cancerous ECM and
normal breast cells (MCF-10A cells) or breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-
231 cells). For each pair of adhesive interactions, 6 adhesion mea-
surements were obtained from two AFM tips, with each AFM tip being
used for 3 measurements.

2.4. Immunofluorescence microscopy

2.4.1. Cytoskeleton staining
Immuno-fluorescence (IF) staining was used to reveal the cytoske-

letal structures of the MCF-10A normal breast cells and MDA-MB-231

triple negative breast cancer cells. This was used to characterize the
distribution and relative densities of F-actin, alpha-tubulin, vimentin
and cyto-keratin 8/18 structures. Prior to IF staining, the two cell lines
were cultured separately on 1.5 coverslips. This was done in sterile
60mm×15mm Petri dishes in their respective media.

After 48 h, the cells were fixed for 10min with 4% high-grade
paraformaldehyde (4% in 0.1M PBS, Electron Microscopy Science,
Hatfield, PA, USA). The paraformaldehyde was then aspirated after
fixing. This was followed by three rinses with Phosphate Buffer Solution
(PBS). The cell samples were then permeabilized, each with 1ml 0.1%
solution of Triton X-100 (Life Technologies Corporation, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) for 10min. This was again followed by three rinses with PBS.

Subsequently, the cell samples were incubated in PBS with 1% BSA
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) at room temperature (25 )℃ for 1 h.
This was done to block nonspecific binding. The samples were then
rinsed thrice with PBS, before labeling with Tubulin alpha Rabbit
Polyclonal Antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 2 μg/ml in 0.1% BSA
or Vimentin Mouse Monoclonal Antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) at 2 μg/ml in 0.1% BSA or cyto-keratin 8 (TS1)
Mouse Monoclonal Antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) at 2 μg/ml in 0.1% BSA.

The labeled structures were then incubated for 3 h at room-tem-
perature (25 )℃ . This was followed by three rinses with PBS prior to
labeling for 45min at 25℃ with Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L)
Superclonal™ Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugate
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at a dilution of 1:2000.
This was followed by three rinses with PBS and the incubation of the
cells for 25min. Incubation was carried out in the dark at room-tem-
perature (25 )℃ . The resulting structures were then stained with the F-
actin stain Rhodamine Phalloidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) in PBS. This was followed by three rinses with PBS.

Finally, the cell nuclei were stained with SlowFade® Gold Antifade
Mountant with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for
2min. The resulting samples are then mounted on clean glass slides,
with a drop of Fluoro Guard Reagent (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA, USA) as the mounting medium.

The stained cell samples were imaged using a 60X oil immersion
objective, with an inverted Leica SP5 Point Scanning Confocal
Microscope (Leica Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany). Confocal
imaging was performed under identical system parameter settings.
Quantification of the Corrected Total Cell Fluorescence (CTCF) was
obtained for actin, β-tubulin, vimentin and cyto-keratin 8 staining of
MCF 10A cell lines and MDA-MB 231 cell lines. This was done using the
ImageJ software package (NIH, 2012, Bethesda, Maryland, USA). The
CTCF is calculated according to the following formula (Gavet and Pines,
2010):

= −CTCF IDP of cell (Area of the selected cell x MFB) (1)

where IDP represents the Integrated Density Pixels of the cell and MFB
represents the Mean fluorescence of background.

The alteration of the cytoskeletal structures (associated with cancer
progression) was also characterized using the Relative Fluorescence
(RF), which is given by the ratio of the CTFC of the actin filaments to
that of the microtubules or intermediate filaments (i.e., cyto-keratin or
vimentin) per cell. This is given by:

=RF
CTFC of the ActinFilaments

CTFC for tubulins or intermediate filaments (2)

2.4.2. Vinculin/focal adhesion staining after shear assay
Focal adhesion formation is characterized by the attachment of in-

tracellular alpha/beta integrin components to intermediate proteins
such as vinculin which in turn are connected to the cytoskeleton
through bundles of actin filaments. Thus, in this section,
Immunofluorescence staining of vinculin and actin structure after the
cells were subjected to shear flow that creates cell-substrate detachment
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were performed to reveal the presence of cytoskeletal structures (actin,
micro-tubulin, cyto-keratin), transmembrane protein (vinculin) and
ECM (RGD) in the initial cells (before detachment) and on the residual
materials that were left by the cells on the PDMS substrates after cell
detachment. This was done during the 70% confluent log phase on MDA
MB 231 cells and MCF10A cells.

First, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 12min and
rinsed three times with a combination of 10% DPBS and 90% DiH2O
(Washing solvent). The cells were then permeabilized with 0.1%
Triton™ X-100 for 10min and then blocked with 1% BSA for 1 h under
room temperature. The BSA-treated ECM were then rinsed three times
with the washing solvent before labeled with vinculin Mouse
Monoclonal Antibody (Product # MA5-11690, Thermo Fisher

Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 2 µg/ml prepared in 0.1% BSA and
incubated for 3 h at room temperature. The resulting sample were
rinsed three times and then was labeled with Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H
+L) Superclonal™ Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugate
(Product # A28175, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at a
dilution of 1:2000 for 45min at room temperature.

The nuclei were stained with SlowFade® Gold Antifade Mountant
with DAPI (Product # S36938, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA), while F-actin was stained with Alexa Fluor® 555 Rhodamine
Phalloidin (Product # R415, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA). The images were captured with HCX PL APO CS 40X 1.25 oil
objective in Leica SP5 Point Scanning Confocal Microscope.

Fig. 1. Schematics of: (a) Cell deformation and detachment model for finite element analysis, (b) Cytoskeleton filaments (actin, keratin, vimentin, tubulins), (c) Cell
cytoskeleton as homogeneous viscoelastic material, (d) Standard linear solid model for cytoskeleton.
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3. Modeling

Prior shear assay studies have been used to determine the adhesion
strengths of HOS cells on selected biomaterial surfaces (Fu et al., 2009).
These studies showed that biological cells are not incompressible. They
also showed that there is a significant change in the contact area and
cell shapes that are observed during shearing (Cao et al., 2007; Bly
et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2009). The shear assay studies were used to
measure the cell detachment stresses, the interfacial strengths and the
viscoelastic properties of the nucleus and the cytoplasm. However,
simple viscoelastic models were used, and the cell detachment pro-
cesses were considered as interfacial failure processes without including
the role of cracks.

3.1. Modeling of fluid flow

We assume a fully developed, two-dimensional, steady laminar in-
compressible fluid flow through the microchannel (without the cell
present). At the surfaces of the lower and upper boundaries of the flow
channel, and also along the surfaces of the adhered cell, no slip and no
penetration conditions were assumed. Also, since the Reynolds number
of the flow is very small, = ≪Re 1ρhU

μ
ave , where Uave is average flow

velocity, ρ is the fluid density and μ is the viscosity. Fluid motion was
assumed to be governed by the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations.
These are given, respectively, by Katz (2010):

= −∇ + ∇
→

→
ρ dV

dt
P μ V2

(3)

and

∇
→

∙
→

=V 0 (4)

where ∇P is the pressure gradient and
→

=V u v( , ) is the convective
velocity of the fluid. Furthermore, a no-slip boundary condition was
imposed. Hence, the velocities at the top and the bottom walls of the
microchannel are zero. These give:

= =
→
V x y y( , ) 0wall (5)

and

= ∆ = ∆U H P
μL

and τ H P
L12 2ave w

2

(6)

where L and H are the length and height of the channel, respectively,
and µ is the fluid viscosity. For scenarios in which the cell is now
present in the microchannel, laminar flow was assumed before fluid
impact on the cell’s frontal area. An initial cell debonding was assumed
to occur over a height hc above the interfacial membrane opening “c” of
cell-ECM interface (Fig. 1a). The shear stress is applied to the cell
membrane (up to a height =y hc ), as shown in Fig. 1. The shear stress,
τw, is given by:

= ∆ ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

= ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠=τ H P

b
h
H

μH
h

h
H2

1 2 6
1 2

w
b c

c

c
⃒ 3y hc (7)

where b is the distance covered by the fully developed laminar fluid
flow before impact with the cell, ∆Pb is inlet fluid pressure before im-
pact with the cell, hc is height of cell membrane above the ECM of cell,
µ is the fluid viscosity and H is the height of the micro-channel.

3.2. Model of cytoskeleton as fiber reinforced composites

The cytoplasm of a biological cell composed of an organized net-
work of the cytoskeleton of actin microfilaments, intermediate fila-
ments, and microtubules (Spencer, 2011). These three major families of
polymers control the shape and mechanics of biological cells. The most
important differences that distinguish the three main cytoskeletal
polymers are in the architecture and function of the networks they

form, their mechanical stiffness, the dynamics of their assembly, their
polarity, and the type of molecular motors with which they associate
(Fletcher and Mullins, 2010). The spatial organizations of these net-
works share a mutual interdependence (Weber and Bement, 2002). The
disassembly of one network by pharmacological treatments often af-
fects the organization of another (Green and Goldman., 1983; Goldman
et al., 1996; Wickstrom et al., 1995).

Several studies have explored the contributions of actin and mi-
crotubules to cellular rheology (Korb et al., 2004; Janmaleki et al.,
2016; Kubitschke et al., 2017). However, the understanding of the
particular role of intermediate filaments to cellular deformation is be-
ginning to emerge (Ramms et al., 2013; Seltmann et al., 2013;
Gladilina, Gonzaleza, and Eilsa, 2014). When intermediate filaments
organization is disrupted, the actin network is re-organized, whereas
microtubule organization remains largely unaltered (McCormick et al.,
1993; Esue et al., 2006). Alternatively, the intermediate filaments
network collapses, following microtubule disassembly, and re-organizes
upon actin depolymerization (Croop and Holtzer, 1975; Cary et al.,
1994).

The results from the above studies have stimulated recent studies
that have attempted to build computational models of human cells that
incorporate various components of cellular substructure and their
properties (Barreto et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2015). Although early work
focused on the continuum-based/constitutive modeling of cells as
homogeneous isotropic materials that contain the cytoplasm and the
nuclei, and other components of the cell (Unnikrishnan, Unnikrishnan,
and Reddy, 2007; Fallqvist et al., 2016).

More recent studies have tried to explore the contribution of cy-
toskeletal components, such as actin and vimentin intermediate fila-
ments (Gladilina et al., 2014), to cell deformation. Recent work has
shown that these cytoskeletal structures contribute significantly to the
viscoelastic deformation of biological cells, which depend on cell-type
and disease-state (Nematbakhsh et al., 2017; Schierbaum et al., 2017;
Trickey et al., 2004).

Hence, in this study, we explore the contributions of the actin, tu-
bulin, cyto-keratin, and vimentin structures on the deformation and
detachment of single adherent healthy and cancerous cells under shear
flow conditions. We idealize the cytoplasm as a fiber-reinforced com-
posite and the nucleus as a homogeneous material in a composite.

The cytoplasm is considered as composite with randomly oriented
actin filaments in a matrix of microtubules and intermediate filaments
as observed in our immunofluorescence experiments on MCF 10A cell
lines and MDA-MB 231 cell lines (Figs. 2–4(a,b)). Using such an idea-
lization, the effective properties of the cytoplasm (i.e. matrix of mi-
crotubules and intermediate filaments) reinforced with actin filaments
could be obtained by using composite theories (Hult and
Rammerstorfer, 1994).

Assuming a homogeneous continuum within a representative vo-
lume element (RVE), (Fig. 1(b, c)) containing a large set of cytoskeletal
filaments, the "effective" Young's modulus of the homogenized cytos-
keleton can be estimated from rule-of-mixture theory. This is given by
(Gibson, 1994; Soboyejo, 2002):

= +E φ E t ξφ E t( ) ( )eff m m f f (8)

where φm is the volume fraction of matrix (of microtubules and inter-
mediate cytoskeletal structure), is the volume fraction actin filaments,
E t( )m is the Young's modulus of the matrix at time, t, and E t( )f is the
Young's modulus of the cytoskeletal actin filaments at time, t
(Pachenari et al., 2014; Iversen, 2015). The volume fractions of the
nuclei and cytoskeletal filaments in the cell lines obey the law of mass
conservation (i.e., + + =φ φ φ 1)m f n (Mofrad and Kamm, 2006), and
φ φ andφ,n f m represent the volume fractions of nucleus, actin filaments
and matrix of microtubules and intermediate filaments. Also, the or-
ientation factor for actin filaments, ξ , is obtained from Yan and Marriott
(2003). The immuno-fluorescence images of MCF 10A cell lines and
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MDA-MB 231 cells were analyzed using the ImageJ software package
(ImageJ, NIH, Bethesda, MD). This was used to quantify the volume
fractions of the cytoskeletal filaments.

3.3. Viscoelastic deformation

Carmichael et al. (2015) have presented the viscoelastic parameters
of the cytoskeletal networks in MCF 10A cells and MDA-MB-231 cells.
These were incorporated into the current finite element models of the
MCF 10A and MDA-MB-231 cells in this study. We also used a standard
linear model to account for the viscoelastic responses of cells exposed to
shear stresses that are induced during the shear assay experiments. This
standard linear model includes an elastic element (modulus k1). This
provides the restoring force that is needed to recover the initial cell
shape after the release of the stress. This is arranged in parallel with
another elastic element (modulus k2) in series with a viscous element
μ( ). The relationship between the relaxation time constant, τ , and the
elastic (k1 and k2) and viscous (μ) parameters is given by Sato et al.
(1996):

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

τ
μ
k

k
k

1
1

1

2 (9)

The viscoelastic properties can be defined with a Prony expansion of
the dimensionless shear and bulk relaxation moduli. The Prony

expansion of the time-dependent shear behavior is given by
(Pettermann and Hüsing, 2012):

∑= − −
=

−( )g t g e( ) 1 ̅ 1R
i

N

i
p t τ

1

/ i
G

(10)

where =g t G t G( ) ( )/R R 0 is the dimensionless shear relaxation modulus,
G t( )R is the shear modulus at the time t, G0 is the initial shear modulus,
ν is the Poisson’s ratio, N is the number of terms in the Prony series, gi̅

p

is the dimensionless Prony series parameter for the shear modulus, G,
and τi

G is the relaxation characteristic time. Several studies have used
the shear relaxation behavior to characterize the time dependent
changes in cell stiffness (Tan et al., 2008; Fisseha and Katiyar, 2012;
Sato et al., 1990; Zhou, Lim, and Quek, 2005). Similarly, the time-de-
pendent bulk behavior of the material can be expressed in the form of
(Pettermann and Hüsing, 2012):

∑= − −
=

−( )k t k e( ) 1 ̅ 1R
i

N

i
p t τ

1

/ i
K

(11)

where k t( )R is the dimensionless bulk relaxation modulus, τi
K is the

relaxation characteristic time, and ki̅
p is the dimensionless Prony series

parameter for the bulk modulus, K. The bulk relaxation behavior re-
flects the time-dependent changes in cell volumetric behavior. It has
recently been included in modeling the cell compression (McGarry,

Fig. 2. (a) MCF 10A cells with Actin (Red), Tubulin (Green), and Nucleus (Blue); (b) MDA-MB 231 cells with Actin (Red), Tubulin (Green), and Nucleus (Blue).

Fig. 3. (a) MCF 10A cells with Actin (Red), Vimentin (Green), and Nucleus (Blue); (b) MDA-MB 231 cells with Actin (Red), Vimentin (Green), and Nucleus (Blue).
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2009). → ∞G t( )R and KR ( → ∞t ) are simply expressed in terms of the
long-term elastic (Young’s) modulus in this paper. This is done using
standard isotropic linear elastic relationships that link E and v to the
shear modulus, G, and the bulk modulus, K. The mechanical properties
used are presented in Table 1.

3.4. Interfacial fracture mechanics model

The interfacial cracks between the cell membrane and the ECM or
the ECM and the substrate were modeled using interfacial fracture
mechanics concepts developed originally for dissimilar isotropic elastic
materials, with different elastic moduli and Poisson’s ratios (Teng et al.,
2012; Zustiak, Nossal, and Sackett, 2014; Lei, Lawrence, and Dong,
1999; Liu and Wang, 2004; Perez, 2004). In computing the stress

intensity factors, we considered the cell membrane and the ECM of the
cell adhesion to be two dissimilar bi-materials with an initial opening at
the cell-ECM interface (Fig. 1d). The stress field for crack lying at the
interface between two dissimilar materials depends on the two Dun-
ders’ (Dunders, 1969) mismatch parameters, α and β. These are given
by:

=
− − −
− + −

α
μ v μ v
μ v μ v

(1 ) (1 )
(1 ) (1 )

1 2 2 1

1 2 2 1 (12a)

and

=
− − −

− + −
β

μ v μ v
μ v μ v

1
2

(1 2 ) (1 2 )
(1 ) (1 )

1 2 2 1

1 2 2 1 (12b)

where μ is the shear modulus and ν Poisson’s ratio. The subscripts 1 and
2 refer to the cell membrane and extracellular matrix, respectively. The
parameters α and β are zero when the two materials have the same
mechanical properties. The differences between the mechanical prop-
erties of two related materials results in axial and shear stresses along
the interface. The stresses along the cell-ECM interface, near end of the
interfacial membrane opening (interfacial crack tip), are given by Rice
and Sih (1965) to be:

Fig. 4. (a) MCF 10A cells with Actin (Red), Cytokeratin 8 (Green), Nucleus (Blue); (b) MDA-MB 231 cells with Actin (Red), Cytokeratin 8 (Green), Nucleus (Blue).
Scale bars: 25 µm; (c) Relative fluorescent intensities of cytoskeletal filaments in MCF 10A and MDA-MB231cell lines.

Table 1
Viscoelastic parameters of human cell’s cytoskeleton used for simulations.
Carmichael et al. (2015).

Cell line E , (kPa)1 E , (kPa)2 η,(kPa s)

MCF 10A ±170.2 67.15 ±149.1 68.46 611.34
MDA-MB-231 ±98.54 63.63 ±69.12 48.03 379.57
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where K is the complex stress intensity factor, defined by: = +K K iKI II ,
and K andKI II are the components of the complex stress intensity factor.
The mode mixity associated with K andKI II is given by:
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−ψ tan K
K

II

I

1

(14)

The energy release rate for extension of a crack along the bi-mate-
rial interface for a plane strain is related to the stress intensity factors
via the following expression (Evans et al., 1990):

=
+

+G
cosh πε

K K
2 ( )

( )E E
I II

1 1

2
2 21 2

(15)

where ε is a function of material constants which depends on β ( Dun-
ders’mismatch parameter), E is the Young modulus, (1 and 2 denote the
material).

In an effort to understand the deformation and detachment of single
adhered cancer cells and normal cells from the uncoated surfaces, a
two-dimensional model was developed. The model, which is shown
schematically in Fig. 1, considered the shear assay flow chamber as a
micro-channel bounded by two ridge parallel plates with viscous in-
compressible fluid that is driven by the applied pressure difference at
the ends of the channel. The model also incorporated the initial
morphologies of undeformed/detached MCF 10A and MDA-MB 231
cells obtained from 3D confocal microscopy images observed. The
maximum cell height was also extracted from the confocal microscopy
images. Adhesion was assumed to occur between the cell membrane
and the ECM, or between the ECM and the substrate material (PDMS).

Cell/surface adhesion was treated as an interaction of discrete vis-
coelastic and elastic layers. For simplicity, the microvilli on the surfaces
of both cancer cell and normal cell were neglected. Hence, a smooth
membrane surface was assumed. Furthermore, before fluid impact on
the cell, it was assumed that depolarization of actin-filament occurred
was along at the frontal area of the cell membrane. This was attributed
to the effects of mechano-transduction.

The induced pre-stress was also assumed to induce the interfacial
opening of the cell membrane from the extracellular matrix at the
contact area. The initial interfacial opening between the cell membrane
and the extracellular matrix interface was treated as a fracture me-
chanics problem (Fig. 1d) (Perez, 2004). The finite element method
(Rao, 1989; Dassault Systèmes, 2014) was then used to solve the two-
dimensional fracture mechanics problem of a cell detaching from PDMS
substrate. The models were used to compute the J integrals and critical
stress intensity factors associated with cell detachment from the PDMS
substrate.

3.5. FEM model implementation

A linear elastic fracture mechanics model was developed and used
to study the detachment of single biological cells from flat substrates.
The cell detachment from the PDMS substrate was modeled as an in-
terfacial fracture problem. A two-dimensional plane model of a cell on a
substrate (Fig. 1f) was developed using the ABAQUS™ software package
(ABAQUS, Simulia, Pawtucket, Rhode Island, USA). The finite element
model utilized 8-node, bi-quadratic, plane strain, quadrilateral ele-
ments (CPE8). This was used to discretize the two-dimensional geo-
metry of the cell membrane/nucleus, extracellular matrix layer, and the
substrates.

An approximate element size of 0.062 μm was used in the modeling.
However, the cell’s curved shape was modeled with curvature control
with maximum deviation factor and minimum size factor (as a fraction
of element size) of 0.1 μm. This was done to improve the approxima-
tions. The meshed cell-PDMS geometry consisted of an average of 5706

elements. The crack tips modeled with the triangular quarter-point
elements (collapsed 8-node quadrilateral elements) (Barsoum, 1977;
Saouma and Schwemmer, 1984). Path independent contour integrals
were used at the cell-ECM interface to model the interfacial fracture.
The models also used prior measurements of cells (Fu et al., 2009), ECM
(Soucy et al., 2011) and the PDMS substrate (Park et al., 2010) to es-
timate the mechanical properties. These are summarized in Table 1.

The models also considered the differences between the mechanical
properties of cancer cells and normal cells (Carmichael et al., 2015).
These were incorporated into the finite element calculation of crack
driving forces at the crack tips of different interfacial crack lengths as
functions of the applied loads. The contour integral method was also
used to compute the interfacial crack driving forces for the interface
between the ECM layer and the substrate. The simulations of interfacial
failure involved the release of nodes in the vicinity of the crack-tip,
once the critical crack driving forces were reached. The time duration
for the simulations was 12min, with time steps of 0.01 s.

3.6. Statistical analysis

A paired two-sample t-test was conducted to determine whether the
energy release rate due to the failure of cell-ECM interface varied as a
function of the two types of cell line under shear loading. The statistical
analyses were performed with Minitab 16 Software (Minitab Inc,
Minitab 16 User Guide Manual, 2013). Since the normal breast cell and
the breast cancer cells were subjected to the same shearing forces, a null
hypothesis was stated and tested at 95% confidence interval for the
statistical significant mean difference in energy release rate from
normal breast cells and breast cancer cells detachment. The expression
used to estimate the t-statistic is given by (Minitab Inc, Minitab 16 User
Guide Manual, 2013):

=
∑

∑ − ∑
−

t
d

n d d
n

( ( ) )
1

2 2

(16)

where d is the difference between each pair of the data and n is the
sample size.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Cytoskeletal Structure

Figs. 2–4(a, b) present confocal immunofluorescence images of F-actin,
α-tubulin, vimentin and cyto-keratin 8 cytoskeletons in MCF-10A and
MDA-MB-231 cells associated with cell deformation and cell invasive
migration. All the cells were stained and imaged under identical con-
ditions, in which the F-actin cytoskeleton was stained red, which tu-
bulin or vimentin or cyto-keratin 8 were stained in green, and the nu-
cleus was stained in blue, as shown in Figs. 2–4(a, b).

To compare the cellular actin, α-tubule, vimentin and cyto-keratin 8
and filament content in MCF 10A cells and MDA-MB-231 cells, im-
munofluorescence images of MCF 10A and MDA-MB-231 cell lines were
analyzed using the ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD). The relative
fluorescence obtained for actin/α-tubules; actin/vimentin; and ac-
tin/cyto-keratin 8 in the cell lines is presented in Fig. 4c. The result
shows that the relative fluorescence intensities of the filaments are
much higher in MCF 10A cells than in the MDA-MB-231 cells.

The volume fractions of actin filaments, microtubules, vimentin and
cyto-keratin 8 calculated from 3D stacked images are presented in
Table 2. The results show that the MDA-MB-231 cells expressed high
vimentin concentrations and lower volume fractions of cyto-keratin 8
than the MCF 10A cells (Table 2). This has been reported in the literature
(Agelaki et al., 2015), notably down-regulation of cyto-keratin and high
vimentin expression in various epithelial cancers (Kokkinos et al., 2007;
Sommers et al., 1989) and thus, significantly increases epithelial cancer
cell migration, invasion and metastasis (Vuoriluoto et al., 2010; Fortier
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et al., 2013).

4.2. AFM measurements of adhesion

The pull-off forces obtained from the AFM experiments are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. These correspond to the debond forces for the se-
paration of the ECM from the cell membrane surfaces for normal and
cancerous cells. The measured pull-off forces obtained for cancer cells
were ±211 50nN for MCF 10A normal breast cells, ±133 46nN for
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. The current results, therefore, suggest
that the adhesion forces obtained for breast cancer cells were less than
those of normal breast cells.

4.3. Cell deformation

Fig. 6 shows the predictions of cell deformation that were obtained
using the fluid-solid interaction technique that was used to model the
shear assay experiments (Fu et al., 2009). Fig. 6a and b show resultant
displacement of two selected points, SP1(100 μm, 38 μm) and
SP1(126 μm, 20 μm) in the non-nuclei domain in the FEM models of
the cytoplasm of MCF 10A cells and MDA-MB 231 cells (with cell
height, 2.84 μm). These were subjected to different inlet fluid flow
velocities into the microchannel. Note the top surface of the cell body
experiences higher velocity field impact as the fluid flow over it. Hence,
SP1 is displaced more than SP2 in cytoplasm of the two cell lines. The
results presented in Fig. 6a and b show that breast cancer cells (MDA-
MB-231 cells) deform more significantly than the healthy breast cells
(MCF 10A cells) under the same shear flow conditions.

The stress and strain distributions associated with the detachment of
cancer cells are compared with those of normal breast cells in Figs. 7(a-
d) and 8(a-d). Fig. 7(a-d) show the maximum principal stress and strain
distributions obtained from a cell with cell height of μm2.6 and an in-
terfacial crack length of μm0.08 between the cell membrane and the
ECM. The weaker interface between the ECM and the cell membrane
fails first, with the ECM of the cancer cells experiencing lower stresses
than the normal cells (Fig. 7(a-b)).

The strains in the nucleus of the cancer cell are also much greater
than those of the normal breast cell. The strain distributions associated
with the different stages of interface failure are presented in Fig. 8. It is

particularly interesting to note that the cell detachment process in-
volves the bending of the cell membrane over the attached regions.
Hence, during cell detachment, the bending of the cell membrane in-
duces high compressive and tensile strains across the cell membranes.

The relatively high moduli of the nuclei also result in lower prin-
cipal strains. The higher volumes fractions of cyto-keratin and actin
filaments in the cytoplasm of the normal cell makes it stiffer, thus less
deformable than the cytoplasm of breast cancer cell with lower volume
fractions of cyto-keratin and actin filaments under the same loading
conditions. Furthermore, the viscoelastic parameters of breast cancer's
cytoskeleton (Table 1) and ECM layers result in higher strains in the
deformed cancer cells, compared to those in the deformed normal cells.

The results of the immunofluorescence staining of vinculin, fi-
bronectin, and laminin have been reported by Fu et al. (2009) in prior
work by our research group. These were obtained immediately after the
shearing process. They were used to identify the interfaces at which
failure occurred (Fu et al., 2009). The vinculin stains revealed the de-
tachment of HOS cells from the ECM. They were related to the shear-off
forces at the interfaces between the cell membranes and the vinculin
transmembrane proteins. This leaves behind a residue of vinculin in the

Table 2
Estimated volume fractions of Actin, α-tubulin vimentin and cytokeratin 8 filaments in MCF 10A cell line and MDA-MB-231 cell line.

Cell line Actin volume fraction α-tubulin volume fraction, Vimentin volume fraction, Cytokeratin 8 vol fraction,

MCF 10A 0.31 0.17 0.20 0.23
MDA-MB 231 0.28 0.14 0.23 0.12

Fig. 5. Adhesion force measurement between ECM –coated AFM probes and
MCF 10A/MDA-MB-231 cell lines.

Fig. 6. Total displacement of selected points =SP( )i 1 2, : (a) SP1

(100 μm, 38 μm); (b) SP2 126 μm 20 μm( , ) in Cytoplasm of Normal
cell and Cancer cell FEM model under Shear flow.
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ECM structures that are left attached to the substrate, following the
detachment of the cells during the shear assay experiments.

In the current work, similar staining protocols were also used to
study the ECM structures that were left behind on the PDMS substrates
after the shear assay detachment of the MCF 10A and MDA-MB-231
cells. In both cases, the staining protocols revealed a high incidence of
actin and vinculin (Fig. 9a and b) on the ECM structures that were left
behind on the PDMS substrates, following the detachment of the MCF
10A and MDA-MB-231 cells.

It is important to note here that the fluid shear flow gradually in-
itiates a cell detachment process (interfacial crack) that subjects the
transmembrane vinculin focal adhesion structures (FAs) to pull-out
processes until they snap at the vinculin/actin interface or in the actin
filaments close to the vinculin/actin interface. This leaves behind vin-
culin in the ECM, following the detachment of the MCF 10A cell line
from the ECM, and a combination of actin terminated vinculin, fol-
lowing the detachment of the MDA-MB-231 cell from the ECM.

Hence, following Fig. 9a shows that lesser vinculin are involved in
the focal adhesion sites (FAs) in MCF 10A cells than the MDA-MB-231
cells. As the tension continues to build-up during the pull-out of the
vinculin, the resulting tractions cause the fracture of the actin filaments
in regions close to the actin/vinculin interface (indicated by the white
arrows). This leaves behind a distribution of vinculin co-localized with
actin filaments in the residual ECM structures on the substrates (Fig. 9a
and b).

Fig. 9c shows that the MCF 10A had high concentration of co-lo-
calized actin and vinculin (HC-AV) at the center of focal adhesion
contact area made with the substrate, while the MDA-MB-231 cell had
more localization of actin/vinculin at the cell periphery (PC-AV), as
shown in Fig. 9d. This may explain why the MCF-10A (normal breast
cells) were more strongly adherent and ten times stiffer than the MDA
MB 231 cells (breast cancer cells) (Hu et al., 2018). Hence, the energy
release rates presented in this study correspond to those required for the
detachment of the cell membranes from ECM and the pull-out of the
transmembrane protein structures until they snap at the vinculin/pro-
tein interface or in the actin cytoskeletal structure in a region close to
the vinculin/actin interface.

Fig. 7. Stress and Strain Distributions during Detachment of Cell-ECM with
Interface Interfacial Membrane Opening of 0.08 μm: (a, c) MCF 10A Cells and
(b, d) MDA-MB-231 Cells.

Fig. 8. Detachment of Cell-ECM Interfaces with Interfacial Membrane Opening of 0.12 μm: (a, c) MCF 10A Cells and (b, d) MDA-MB-231 Cells.
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4.4. Crack driving forces

The energy release rates associated with the detachment of normal
breast cells and the breast cancer cells from ECM on the PDMS surfaces
are presented in Fig. 10 for different interfacial crack lengths. The crack
driving forces obtained for the normal MCF-10A breast cells were
generally greater than those obtained for the MDA-MB-231 breast
cancer cells, as shown in Fig. 10. The results show that lower shear
forces are required to detach cancer cells than healthy normal cells with
the same cell heights and interfacial crack lengths. Decreasing cell
heights also result in higher cell detachment forces for both the breast
cancer cells and the healthy breast cells. It is important to note that
several studies have shown that the reorganization of the cytoskeletal
structure that occurs during cell spreading increases the cell stiffness
(Thoumine, Cardoso, and Meister, 1999; Seltmann et al., 2013; Xiong
et al., 2010). Hence, such reorganization alone cannot explain the ob-
served differences between the cytoskeletal structures of the normal
and breast cancer cells.

Furthermore, the statistical test results revealed that the p values of
energy release rates for each crack length are 0.283; 0.346; 0.377;
0.252; 0.565, respectively. Each of the (p-value) value is far greater
than the significance level, α of 0.05. The box plot graphs also indicate
that the null hypotheses (test mean) were within the 95% confidence
interval of the sample mean (x ̅). This shows that the mean differences
between the two cell lines are not statistically significant. The results
(probability values, t-statistics and the boxplots) suggest that we fail to
reject that there are significant difference in the energy release rates of

the normal breast cells and the breast cancer cells under the same shear
loading conditions. Hence, significant differences (p < 0.05) were
observed between the energy release rates at the various stages of in-
terfacial crack opening.

Similar trends were also observed for the crack driving forces of the
interfacial cracks between the ECM and the PDMS substrate. However,
this will not be discussed in detail, since the fluorescence microscopy
revealed that the applied crack driving forces were well below the
critical energy release rates required for interfacial failure (Fu et al.,
2009). Hence, interfacial failure is more likely to occur between the cell
membrane and the ECM than between the ECM and the substrate. This
is consistent with prior experimental results reported by Cao et al., (Cao
et al., 2007).

Fig. 11 shows the mode mixities associated with cell membrane-
ECM interface opening for different crack lengths. The trends are quite
similar for both normal breast cells and breast cancer cells. Thus, the
decrease in cell height for each crack length affects the stress intensity
factors K andK( )I II evaluated at the crack tips. The computed mode
mixities decrease from the first crack length of 0.04 μm to the fourth
crack length of 0.14 μm. However, the mode mixities later increase in
value, for crack length of 0.2 μm. The mode mixity rise after 0.14 μm is
due to the contribution of the KII which is approximately 2.3 times
lower than KI .

Before closing, it is important to note that crack path selection
criteria (for interfacial cracks) generally depend on the energy release
rates and the mode mixity values (Fig. 11) (Hutchinson and Suo, 1991;
Evans et al., 1990). Hence, the critical conditions for interfacial failure

Fig. 9. Immunofluorescence staining of the Vinculin (Green) and Actin (Red) structures left on ECM after shearing off: (a) MDA-MB-231 cell, (Scale bar 20 µm); (b)
MCF10A cell, (Scale bar 20 µm) and Fluorescence Intensity profiles of Actin and Vinculin left on ECM after shearing: (c) MCF 10A cell and (d) MDA-MB-231 cell.
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between the ECM and the substrate should depend on the mode mixity
and energy release rates. Since the crack driving forces between the cell
membrane and the ECM (Fig. 6) are much greater than those between
the ECM and the PDMS substrate, the current work suggests that in-
terfacial failure should occur first between the cell membrane and the
ECM, or between the cell membrane and the vinculin transmembrane
structures. This leaves behind a distribution of vinculin and patches of
ECM on the PDMS substrate, following the detachement of cells from
the ECM, during the fluid-induced shearing and deformation processes.

5. Implications

The implications of the current work are very significant. First, they
show clearly that the cell detachment forces that occur during the shear
assay experiments can be idealized as an interfacial fracture process
that involves the detachment of the ECM from the cell membrane, as
well as the pull-out of the vinculin transmembrane proteins from the
cell. The leaves behind a significant distribution of vinculin in the re-
sidual ECM that is left behind on the PDMS substrate, following the cell
detachment process (Fig. 9a and b).

Hence the detachment of the cells is associated with interfacial

Fig. 10. Energy Release Rates For Detaching MCF 10A Cells and MDA-MB-231 Cells with Cell Height and Interfacial Opening: (a) h = 2.85 μm, c =0.04 μm; (b) h
= 2.60 μm, c = 0.08 μm; (c) h =2.38 μm, c =0.12 μm; (d) h =2.16 μm, c =0.14 μm; (d) h =1.94 μm, c = 0.2 μm.
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cracking between the cell membrane and the ECM, with a high in-
cidence of crack-tip shielding by the pull-out of vinculin. The adhesion
of the MCF 10A and MDA-MB-231 cells to the PDMS substrates should,
therefore, depend strongly on cell membrane/ECM interactions and
vinculin/cell membrane interactions. Hence, the critical crack driving
forces for cell detachment (during the shear assay process) are asso-
ciated with the driving forces that are needed to overcome Van der
Waals forces or hydrogen bonds (secondary bonds) associated with the
interactions between the ECM and the cell membrane, and vinculin
transmembrane proteins and the cell membrane.

The above results suggest that the engineering of interfaces between
biomedical implants and cells/tissue may be accomplished by the in-
troduction of the constituents of ECM structures that contribute to cell
adhesion. These include adhesive proteins, such as fibronectin and
Arginine Glycine Aspartate (RGD) that have shown to significantly
enhance the adhesion between biological cells and biomedical surfaces
(Milburn et al., 2009; Bly et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2009). Such proteins
can be patterned onto the surfaces of biomedical surfaces to increase
the adhesion between biological cells and surfaces during the initial
stages of implant integration. These are clearly some of the challenges
and opportunities for future work.

6. Conclusions

The paper presents the results of a combined experimental, analy-
tical and computational study of the shear assay detachment of normal
breast cells and breast cancer cells from PDMS substrates that are re-
levant to biomedical implants. The cell detachment process is modeled
as an interfacial cracking process. The resulting crack driving forces are
also computed along with the underlying mode mixity values for in-
terfaces between the cell membrane and the ECM, and the interfaces
between the ECM and the substrate. The simulations of cell deformation
and detachment reveal that breast cancer cells deform much more than
normal breast cells under the same fluid flow conditions. The interfacial
crack driving forces also increase with increasing shear stress and
duration, resulting ultimately in interfacial failure (between the ECM
and the cell membrane) when critical conditions are reached. The
predictions from the simulations are consistent with experimental ob-
servations of the shear assay detachment of the cell membrane from the
ECM, and the pull-out of transmembrane vinculin proteins from the cell
membrane. Hence, the cell detachment process may be idealized as an
interfacial fracture process (between the ECM and the cell membrane),
with a high incidence of vinculin transmembrane protein bridging and
pull-out.
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